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Welcome to Vancouver, a city jauntily perched on the Canadian Pacific Rim like a sunbathing
beauty catching the last few days of summer, impervious to the cool ocean breeze...

This is the place West Coast vacation memories are made of - an idyllic paradise with skyscrapers
soaring high, mountains soaring higher and at ground-level, everything from bistros to bars to
beautiful beaches.  This is a cosmopolitan outpost, a new Gotham on the old frontier with all the
vitality and energy of an alive and kicking world-class metropolis. Although Vancouver is situated at
a higher altitude of the northern hemisphere, it still does have a much warmer climate in contrast to
other adjacent Canadian Cities. During the cold months, the temperatures in this highly urbanize city
ranges from -12Â°C-9Â°C (14.5Â°F). And on warmer days the mercury rises at significantly higher
readings of -6.3Â°C (20.6Â°F).

Vancouver is a great place for vacations, romantic getaways, or as a base for exploring
southwestern B.C. Let me tell you some more about this beautiful city. One of the most exclusive
features about Vancouver is its location. The wilderness is only a Â½ hour drive away from
downtown!

Getting close to nature is very easy here. The hiking, sailing, skiing and golfing opportunities are just
awesome and are available most of the year. You can travel to Whistler quite easily, and the ferry to
Victoria on Vancouver Island is a short 30 km trip to the south.

Vancouver is the host of the 2010 Winter Olympics, a prestigious and worldwide highly anticipated
sports event. It also has a very challenging yet fascinating bike trail that are very popular among
avid mountain bikers. In addition to their vast mountain ranges, this exceptional metropolis also has
something to offer to those people who want to spend their leisure time by the bay.

But for those groups who prefer the sights and serenity of a botanical garden, Stanley Park is the
best place to relax and be with nature. A park that is being managed by the municipality could be
considered as one of the great jewel of the capital. This wooded recreational space is also an
excellent area for your kids to enjoy. To be with the family in close proximity with nature is a
priceless moment that each one of us who value our folks the most should take pleasure in. That's
the essence of good life and probably a good reason why we should have a family of our own.

Another place to visit with your kid's enjoyment in mind is the Science World. This kid friendly
museum offers a variety of educational information for the whole family. Not to mention their
ingenious and creative way in introducing the complicated world of science to the temperate but
curious young minds of our children.

With such things in place, there is no hesitation that this is also a center for tourists to spend their
time in the city which has signs of city arrogance and wealth. For the visitors, accommodation in
Vancouver has never been a problem because of these short terms Apartment Vancouver. With the
nonstop stream of visitors, there are relatively a few arrangements for rental apartments made by
the companies there so as to get them the best lodgings. The rental services comprises a large
range of accommodations from luxury rentals, furnished homes to rent, Luxury Vacation Rentals,
temporary apartment rentals to vacation apartments in Vancouver and Short term Apartment
Vancouver. Some offer remarkable accommodations, serviced housing, penthouses and Short term
Apartment Vancouver for the visitors.
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Short term Apartment Vancouver are comfortable and present a sense of ease that includes
different amenities such as bed linen & towels, washing machine, iron & ironing board, air-
conditioning, oven, fridge-freezer and a lot more. Short term Apartment Vancouver is located in the
local neighborhoods and are easily accessible to the local supermarkets to help you accomplish
your instant requirements. Visitors have the elasticity to select their accommodation with the
amenities as per their requirement and experience the welcoming staff that are always devoted to
their service.

Short term Apartment Vancouver is usually cheaper than hotel rooms of equal standard. The
amount charged by a hotel are far above the ground as they include the preservation and running of
services such as in-house bars and restaurants and a high wages bill due to the volume of staff
required to run the hotel. The amount so incurred by the hotel is to be recovered to make a profit,
which is done in form of the accommodation bill charged from the customers. Short term Apartment
Vancouver have a low cost in marketing as the guests tend to stay for a longer period of time
wherein a hotel customer stays for a few nights after which they need to resell the room. A factor
related to eating expenses is also significant as in an apartment you have a kitchen that can be
used to cook your own food or get some from the local supermarket, but in a hotel there is a
restaurant where the charges are again high.

With all this in view, Short term Apartment Vancouver for a visitor in Vancouver would be the best
accommodation in terms of ease and financial point of view.
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